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Introduction
Everyday road accident has caused many problems including life and property damages. Based
on study, most of accidents were caused by people or having improper driving behaviors. Some
of people do not understand traffic rules, drive with little caution, lack of driving skills, lack of
awareness in driving with safety, and lack of disciplines to follow traffic rules.
To increase knowledge related to traffic rules, regulations, skills in preventing from accidents
and how to use road with safety, therefore, Department of Land Transport developed a manual
related to “The Land Traffic Act, B.E. 2522 (1979) and The Motor Car Act, B. E. 2522 (1979).
These two manuals aimed to disseminate knowledge about traffic rule, and correct use of motor
car and road to interested people who wants to take a driving test. These manuals also help
readers to understand traffic rule and drive better with quality and standard ways.
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Definition
1. QUESTION: What does “traffic” mean?
ANSWER: Roadway use of a motorist, a pedestrian, or a person who takes,
rides, or drives animals.
2. QUESTION: What does “roadway” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle road, a vehicle lane, a bus lane, a
crosswalk, a pavement, a crosswalk, an intersection, a steep way, a
curve, a bridge and an open space for traffic used by people, also
includes private roads approved by owners or private roads declared
by Thai government traffic use according to the road traffic law.
3. QUESTION: Which roadway is not considered as a roadway according to the road
traffic law?
ANSWER: A rail road
4. QUESTION: What does “Vehicle road” mean?
ANSWER: A road where is built for a vehicle coming and going. It can
be built on the ground, under the ground or above the ground.
5. QUESTION: What does “vehicle lane” mean?
ANSWER: A road that is arranged into lanes by making lane markings.
6. QUESTION: What does “bus lane” mean?
ANSWER: A lane reserved for a public bus or a vehicle with a driver
and one or more passengers according to regulations set by the
Director General of Department of Land Transport.
7. QUESTION: What does “one way street” mean?
ANSWER: A road that allows a motorist to drive or ride in one
direction during the period of time scheduled by traffic police.
8. QUESTION: What does “a kerb side” mean?
ANSWER: A kerb side is the edge of road.
9. QUESTION: What does “sidewalk” mean?
ANSWER: A kerb side that is adjacent to a roadway which is not built to be a
pavement yet.
10. QUESTION: What does “intersection” mean?
ANSWER: An area where there are more than 2 roads cross,
meet, or connect each other.
11. QUESTION: What does “roundabout” mean?
ANSWER: A road way that allows a vehicle to go and come around
following a traffic sign. A roundabout can also be built in the middle
of intersection.
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12. QUESTION: What does “pavement” mean?
ANSWER: An area where is built for pedestrian to walk. It can be built either
side or both side of roadway.
13. QUESTION: What does “crosswalk” mean?
ANSWER: An area where is marked with line marking, peg knocking for
pedestrian to walk across a road. A crosswalk can be located either
underground or above ground.
14. QUESTION: What does “safety zone” mean?
ANSWER: An area with obvious sign for pedestrian who crosses a road
or a person who gets on or gets off a vehicle to wait before
crossing to a next road.
15. QUESTION: What does “critical situation” mean?
ANSWER: A “critical situation” is where a roadway with busy traffic or having
barriers or where can be seen or realized in advance that damages
might be easily happened to people or vehicle.
16. QUESTION: What does “vehicle” mean?
ANSWER: All kinds of vehicle used on the land, except a train and a tram.
17. QUESTION: What does “motor car” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle with over 3 wheels and is moved by a power of a
motor, electric or other powers, except a vehicle on the trail.
18. QUESTION: What does “motorcycle” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle is moved by a power of a motor, electric or other
powers, but with no more than 2 wheels. If there is additional side
seat, only 1 wheel is allowed per each side.
19. QUESTION: What does “emergency vehicle” mean?
ANSWER: A fire engine and ambulance owned by the central, district, or local
government agencies or other vehicle with permission from the
Director General to use flashing lights, sirens or other warning signs
according to the regulations.
20. QUESTION: What does “truck” mean?
ANSWER: A motor car is built for a purpose of loading things or animals.
21. QUESTION: What does “van” mean?
ANSWER: A motor car is built for transporting more than 7 persons.
22. QUESTION: What does “school bus” mean?
ANSWER: A van is used by a school for transporting a student.
23. QUESTION: What does “bus” mean?
ANSWER: A passenger car goes and comes on a regulated roadway and charge
for a ticket fare per each person according the distance of
transportation or all the way.
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24. QUESTION: What does “taxicab” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle is hired to transport not more than 7 persons.
25. QUESTION: What does “rickshaw” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle is used for pulling a vehicle, agriculture
equipment, or constructive vehicle equipment. It is not used for
pulling a person or common things.
26. QUESTION: What does “caravan” mean?
ANSWER: A vehicle is moved by pulling by other vehicles.
27. QUESTION: What does “motorist” mean?
ANSWER: A person who drives or rides a vehicle and a person who
pulls vehicle according to the transport law.
28. QUESTION: What does “pedestrian” mean?
ANSWER: A person who walks or uses chair for handicapped person
and vehicle for children.
29. QUESTION: What does “vehicle’s owner” mean?
ANSWER: A person who occupies a vehicle.
30. QUESTION: What does “ticket fare collector” mean?
ANSWER: A person who is responsible in collecting fare and taking care of
passengers in the bus.
31. QUESTION: What does “driving license” mean?
ANSWER: A driving license according to the motor car law, according to the
taxi law, and a license for a person who works with transport
equipments according to the transport law.
32. QUESTION: What does “traffic signal” mean?
ANSWER: Any types of signal either are shown by light, electric, hand, arm,
whistle, or others for a motorist, a pedestrian, or a person who takes,
rides, or drives animals to follow.
33. QUESTION: What does “traffic signs” mean?
ANSWER: Any signs are posted on the roadway for a motorist, a
pedestrian, or a person who takes, rides, or drives animals to follow.
34. QUESTION: What does “traffic officer” mean?
ANSWER: A commissioned police officer is appointed for a traffic police by
cabinet minister.
35. QUESTION: What does “officer” mean?
ANSWER: A police who is in charge for traffic control
36. QUESTION: What does “traffic volunteer” mean?
ANSWER: A person who is trained on the traffic volunteer curriculum and
appointed by the General Director to provide assistance to the
officer according to the Land Traffic Act, B.E. 2522 (1979).
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37. QUESTION: What does “inspector” mean?
ANSWER: An inspector is accorded with the land transport law and with the
motor car law.

Use of vehicle
38. QUESTION: What types of vehicles are prohibited to use on the
roadway?
ANSWER:
1) A vehicle with unsafe conditions that may danger or harm health of user,
passenger, or other people.
2) A vehicle with incomplete engine, equipments, or gallop parts.
3) A vehicle without license plate.
4) A vehicle that the driver does not pay annual tax.
5) A vehicle that the driver cannot see the roadways clearly enough for safety.
6) A vehicle that cause a noisy voice or has things drew on the road.
7) A vehicle having wheels or parts that touch on the road, is not a rubber, except
a vehicle used for war and police services.
8) A vehicle having engine that cause gas, dust, smoke, chemistry spray in the
level of quantity that is over the standard according to the regulation.
39) QUESTION: How maximum of decibel can be allowed to make by a
vehicle’s engine through exhaust pipe according to Thai regulation?
ANSWER: Not over 85 decibel A

Use of vehicle’s light and horn
40) QUESTION: When does a motorist turn on the light?
ANSWER: The light must be turned on when there is no light enough to clearly
see people, vehicles, and barriers on the roadway in the distance of
not less than 150 meters.
41) QUESTION: How minimum of distance do vehicle’s horn sound should be
heard?
ANSWER: Not less than 60 meters.
42) QUESTION: What kinds of sounds or signal are not allowed to use on the
roadway?
ANSWER:
1) Flashing light
2) Siren
3) Whistle
4) Broken sound or multiple sound
5) Too loud sound
43) QUESTION: What kind of vehicles are allowed to us flashing light,
siren, or other sounds?
ANSWER:
1) vehicle used for military or police services
2) Fire engine or ambulance services
3) Other vehicles permitted by the Director General of Royal Thai Police
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44) QUESTION: When does a motorist use a horn?
ANSWER: Use it when it is necessary to prevent an accident only, but horn
sound cannot be made too long or repeated.
45) QUESTION: What does a motorist do if he/she loads things which its length is
longer than length of vehicle?
ANSWER: In the day time, a red flag must be attached to the end of things.
Likewise, in the night time, a red light signal must be attached to
the end of things.
46) QUESTION: How much minimum distance must a following motorist see a red
flag or red light signal?
ANSWER: Not less than 150 meters.
47) QUESTION: How does a red flag attached to the end of the things
look like?
ANSWER: Its shape must be rectangle with 30cm x 45 cm. (width x length)

Loading
48) QUESTION: How much maximum length of things can be loaded by truck?
ANSWER: Not over length of a buffer or a bonnet from the front and not over
2.5 meters away from the body of truck from the back.
49) QUESTION: How much maximum height of things can be loaded by truck?
ANSWER: A truck with less than 2.30 meter-width can load things with its
height measured from the ground not over 3 meters. A truck with
over 2.30 meter-width can load things with its height measured
from the ground not over 3.80 meters.
50) QUESTION: How much maximum width of things can be loaded by truck?
ANSWER: Not more than width of truck
51) QUESTION: How does a truck or a van motorist do for loading?
ANSWER: A motorist must prevent QUESTION: What are being loaded such
as people, animals or things from falling, leaking, smelling, shining,
or being blown away from the truck or the van which might cause
troubles, or annoyance such as dirty road will damage health or
danger to people or property.
52) QUESTION: How much maximum weight of things can be loaded by a
motorcycle?
ANSWER: Not more than 50 kilograms.
53) QUESTION: How much maximum height of things (measured from the ground)
can be loaded by a motorcycle?
ANSWER: Not more than 1.50 meters.
54) QUESTION: How much maximum length o things can be loaded by a motorcycle?
ANSWER: Not more than 50 centimeters away from the back of a motorcycle’s
body.
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55) QUESTION: How many people can be loaded by a motorcycle?
ANSWER: Not more than 1 person.
56) QUESTION: How does a motorcycle’s rider do while traveling on the road?
ANSWER: A rider must wear a helmet and ride a motorcycle on the left lane.
57) QUESTION: Who are allowed not to wear a helmet?
ANSWER: Religious people including a monk, a novice, a priest, a recluse, or
any religious that requires headdress.

Traffic signals and signs
58) QUESTION: How does a motorist follow traffic lights?
ANSWER:
(1) When a traffic light turns to yellow, a motorist must slow down to prepare for
stopping a vehicle behind a stopping line. However, if a vehicle has already passed a
stopping line before the yellow light appears, a motorist can continue moving.
(2) When a traffic light turns to red, a motorist must stop a vehicle behind a
stopping line.
(3) When a traffic light turns to green, a motorist can continue driving/riding,
except there are other traffic signs.
(4) When a traffic light shows blinker light with yellow, a motorist must slow
down and drive/ride through the road with caution.
(5) When a traffic light shows blinker light with red, a motorist must stop a
vehicle until he/she can be sure that it is safe and does not obstruct traffic to move a
vehicle with caution.
59) QUESTION: How much minimum distance is it for a motorist to stop a
vehicle away from an officer in a case of there is no stopping line?
ANSWER: Not less than 3 meters.
60) QUESTION: If a motorist sees a traffic light and a traffic signal made by an
officer on the road, which signal should be followed by a
motorist?
ANSWER: A traffic signal made by an officer.
61) QUESTION: Who has authority to perform, set up or make traffic signals or signs
appeared?
ANSWER: An officer or a person assigned by the Director General of
Department of Land Transport.
62) QUESTION: When does a motorist turn the light on?
ANSWER: A motorist must turn on the light when there is no enough light to
see people, vehicle, or barriers on the road within
150 meters.
63) QUESTION: What kinds of light or sound signals cannot be used by a motorist?
ANSWER: A motorist cannot use flashing light, siren, whistle, broken sounds,
multiple sounds or too loud sounds.
64) QUESTION: What kinds of vehicle can use flashing light or siren?
ANSWER: An emergency vehicle, or vehicle used for military and police services.
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65) QUESTION: When does a motorist use horn?
ANSWER: Use it when necessary to prevent an accident only.
66) QUESTION: How does a truck loading things with length of less than 2.50
meters from the body to the back of the truck give a signal?
ANSWER: In the day time, a “30x45”centimeters-red flag must be attached to
the end of the things and in the night time, a red light signal must
be attached to the things to be seen within less than 150 meters.
67) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a yellow light?
ANSWER: A motorist must prepare to stop a vehicle behind a
stopping line, except who has already passed the stopping line can
continue moving.
68) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a red light?
ANSWER: A motorist must stop a vehicle behind a stopping line.
69) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a blinker light with red?
ANSWER: A motorist must stop a vehicle until he/she can be sure that
it is safe and does not obstruct traffic to move a vehicle
with caution.
70) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a blinker light with
yellow?
ANSWER: A motorist must slow down and drive/ride through the road
with caution.
71) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a red light in “X” shape
above the vehicle lane?
ANSWER: A motorist must not drive/ride through that lane.
72) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer stands and straights a right arm
in the shoulder level?
Stop a vehicle behind an officer.
ANSWER: A motorist who is driving or riding behind an officer, must stop to
wait.
73) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer stands and straights either right
or left arm in the shoulder level and put the hand up?
Stop a vehicle on an officer’s right hand
Stop a vehicle on an officer’s left hand
ANSWER: A motorist who is driving or riding from either sides that an officer
put his/her hand up, must stop to wait.
74) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer stands and straights both hands
in the shoulder level and put both hands up?
Stop a vehicle on both side of an officer.
ANSWER: A motorist who is driving or riding from both sides that an officer
put his/her hands up, must stop to wait.
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75) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer stands and puts right forearm
upright with arm and put his/her hand up? Stop a vehicle
in the front of an officer
ANSWER: A motorist who is driving or riding in the front of an officer, must
stop to wait.
76) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer stands and puts right forearm
upright with arm and put his/her hand up while straights left hands
in the shoulder level?
Stop a vehicle in the front of and behind an officer.
ANSWER: A motorist who is driving or riding in the front of and behind an
officer must stop to wait.
77) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer makes a long blowing of whistle?
ANSWER: A motorist must stop a vehicle immediately.
78) QUESTION: What does it mean when an officer continuously makes 2 times of
short blowing of whistle?
ANSWER: A motorist can drive through.
79) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees a bus lane?
ANSWER: A motorist is not allowed to drive or ride into that bus lane, but
he/she can drive or ride in the next lane closed to bus lane.
80) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she sees pedestrian in any parts of
road?
ANSWER: A motorist must give warning signals as necessary, especially to
children, old people, or handicapped people. In addition, a motorist
must be very careful to control his/her vehicle.
81) QUESTION: What should a motorist do for driving or riding?
ANSWER: A motorist should drive or ride in the left lanes and does not
overlap the middle part of vehicle lane.
82) QUESTION: In which case, a motorist can drive or ride in the right lanes or
overstep the middle part of vehicle lane?
ANSWER:
(1) There are barriers on the left side of vehicle lane or the traffic on the lane is
close.
(2) An officer arranges that lane for one-way street.
(3) Width of that lane is not up to 6 meters.
83) QUESTION: How does a motorist do if he/she drives or rides slower than others
who are moving to the same direction?
ANSWER: A motorist must drive or ride closed to kerb side of that left
road as much as possible.
84) QUESTION: How does a motorist do when he/she wants to take a turn, allows
others to pass, passes others, changes a lane, slows speed, pulls off,
or stops a vehicle?
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ANSWER: A motorist must give traffic signals by hands or arms or light signals
to others to see in the distance of not less than 30 meters before
taking any actions and to allow other motorists to see the signals in
the distance of not less than 60 meters.

Driving or riding
85) QUESTION: What should a motorist do for driving or riding?
ANSWER: A motorist should drive or ride in the left lanes and does not
overlap the middle part of vehicle lane.
86) QUESTION: In which case, a motorist can drive or ride in the right lanes or
overlap the middle part of vehicle lane?
ANSWER:
(1) There are barriers on the left side of vehicle lane or the traffic on the lane is close.
(2) An officer arranges that lane for one-way street.
(3) Width of that lane is not up to 6 meters.
87) QUESTION: How does a motorist do if there are two more lanes arranged for
one-way street or a bus lane on the left lane?
ANSWER: A motorist must drive or ride on the left lane of bus lane, except for
some cases below, a motorist can drive or ride on the right lane.
(1) When there are barriers on the left side of vehicle lane or the traffic on the
lane is close.
(2) When an officer arranges that lane for one-way street.
(3) When a motorist drives or rides into the correct lanes when approaching to
intersection.
(4) When a motorist wants to pass other vehicles.
(5) When a motorist who drives or rides faster than a motorist in the left lane.
88) QUESTION: How does a motorist do if he/she drives or rides slower than others
who are moving to the same direction?
ANSWER: A motorist must drive or ride closed to kerb side of that left
road as much as possible.
89) QUESTION: If there are more than 2 lanes or left lane for bus lane arranged, what
do motorists who drive a truck carrying people and ride a
motorcycle coming in the same direction do?
ANSWER: Motorists must drive in the most left lane or close to bus lane, except
a personal truck (Pick-up) with its weight less than 1,600 kilograms
and personal van (not over 7 passengers)
90) QUESTION: When does a motorist need to give a signal if he/she is driving in his
or her lane?
ANSWER: When a motorist wants to take a turn, let other vehicle
passed or take over others, change lanes, slow down, park
or stop.
91) QUESTION: How fast should a motorist show signal before taking a turn,
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changing lanes, parking, or stopping?
ANSWER: At least 30 meters.
93) QUESTION: What signal does a motorist show before stopping a
vehicle?
ANSWER: A motorist must show a back red light signal.
94) QUESTION: What signal does a motorist show when he/she needs to take a turn
to change a lane or to take over other vehicle?
ANSWER: A motorist must show yellow light or a dipping white light or
yellow light attached in front or side of the vehicle. Then a
motorist must show dipping red light or yellow light attached to the
back of vehicle to the direction which he/she needs to take
a turn to change a lane or to take over other vehicle.
95) QUESTION: What light signal to be shown by a motorist to let other motorists to
take over his/her vehicle?
ANSWER: A motorist must shows a yellow turning light signal or dipping red
light or yellow signal attached to the left back side?
96) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when driving on opposite lanes with other
motorists?
ANSWER: A motorist must keep left and strictly keep the middle of road.
However, if road is divided into lanes properly, a motorist must
strictly keep within the lane by not crossing a marking line.
97) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when passing other vehicle in a
narrowed road?
ANSWER: Each one must slow down to let other vehicle
passed with safety.
98) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when passing other vehicle in a
narrowed road which cannot be safety?
ANSWER: A motorist in the bigger vehicle must stop closed to the left
kerb side to let another motorist in the smaller vehicle pass
with safety.
99) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when there are barriers in front or there is
other vehicle coming from opposite side?
ANSWER: A motorist must slow down or stop the vehicle to
let opposite vehicle passed.
100) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when following a front vehicle?
ANSWER: A motorist must keep proper distance to make a safety stopping as
necessary.
101) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when driving up a bridge or a steep way?
ANSWER: A motorist must drive/ride with caution to control vehicle
not to backward and crash a following vehicle.
102) QUESTION: What situations or conditions are there to prohibit a motorist to
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drive/ride?
ANSWER:
(1) Incapability in driving/riding.
(2) Being drunk.
(3) Blocking traffic.
(4) Driving with less attention that may cause danger to people or property.
(5) Uncommon driving or not clearly seeing a proper sight in front, at the back, or
either sides.
(6) Overlapping on lane marking lines, except changing lanes, taking turns, or
taking U-turn.
(7) Driving on a sidewalk without reasonable cause, except a rickshaw for baby,
patient, or handicapped people.
(8) Driving without considering of safety and trouble may be caused to others.
103) QUESTION: How much quantity is limited for a motorist to have in his/her
body?
ANSWER: Not over 50 milligram-percentage.

Taking over other vehicle
104) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when he/she wants to take over in-front
vehicle in a road which there is no divided into
lanes?
ANSWER: A motorist must dip the front light many times or show a right turn
light or to give a loud sound signal enough to be heard by the infront vehicle to acknowledge. Then he/she can take over
when there is no other vehicle to take over at the same
time.
105) QUESTION: Which side does a motorist must go to take over?
ANSWER: A motorist must take a right pass only with a proper distance from
a vehicle that will be passed. When passing a passed
vehicle, a motorist must keep left again.
106) QUESTION: Which situations can be allowed for a motorist to take a left pass?
ANSWER:
(1) In-front vehicle is about to take a right turn or show a right light signal.
(2) A road is divided into more two lanes in the same direction.
107) QUESTION: In which areas or situations, a motorist is not allowed to take over?
ANSWER:
(1) Driving in a steep way or up a bridge or a curve, except there is a allowing
traffic sign.
(2) Within 30 meters before pedestrian, intersection, roundabout, or built island,
or railway crossing.
(3) There is fog, rain dust, smoke that cause unclear sight 60 meters in front.
(4) In critical and safety zones.
108) QUESTION: When is a motorist allowed to take over other vehicle into
a bus lane?
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ANSWER: Only there are barriers ahead in a road or a motorist
follows a rule made by a traffic officer, but only when it is
necessary.
109) QUESTION: What does a motorist in a in-front vehicle do when is
requested for a pass?
ANSWER: A motorist must show a light signal or arm signal when there is
clearly seen that a road ahead is safe and no other
vehicle on opposite lanes in too close distance. A motorist must
slow down and keep left to let a following vehicle to
take over with safety.

Taking off, Taking a turn, and Take U-turn
110) QUESTION: What does a motorist in a in-front vehicle do when he/she
wants to take off from the parking areas if there is other
vehicle parking in front or other barrier in front?
ANSWER: A motorist must show hand or arm signal or light signal before and
take off when is safe.
111) QUESTION: What does a motorist do to take a left turn?
ANSWER:
(1) In case of undivided road, a motorist must keep left.
(2) In case of divided road and there is a left turn sign, a motorist must drive in
the lane indicated for turning left.
(3) In case that in the left lane is for bus lane, a motorist must drive into the bus
lane at least 30 meters before turning. In addition, a motorist can get into a bus
lane, only allowing turning sign is posted.
112) QUESTION: What does a motorist do to take a right turn?
ANSWER:
(1) In case of undivided road, a motorist must drive close to the middle of road at
least 30 meters before turning.
(2) In case of divided road, a motorist must drive in the right lane indicated for
turning right at least 30 meters before turning.
(3) In case that at the intersection, a motorist must let other vehicle in the
opposite lane come before taking a turn.
113) QUESTION: In case there are vehicles taking left and right turn into the
same direction, what do motorists do?
ANSWER: Let the right vehicle go first, and a left vehicle
must stop.
114) QUESTION: How many meters are there for a motorist not allowed to take Uturn, take a right turn when there is other vehicle coming?
ANSWER: Less than 100 meters.
115) QUESTION: Which areas is a motorist not allowed to take U-turn?
ANSWER: No right turn sign, no left turn sign, safety zone, critical zone, on
the bridge, or 10 meters away from the bridge, intersection, except
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there is allowing turning sign.

Stopping and parking
116) QUESTION: How many meters are there for a motorist to show hand or arm
signal or light signal before stopping or parking?
ANSWER: At least 30 meters.
117) QUESTION: How close should a motorist park to the kerb side or pavement?
ANSWER: Not over 25 centimeters.
118) QUESTION: What areas are not for stopping?
ANSWER:
(1) In the road, except stopping close to the left lane where no bus lane.
(2) On the sidewalk.
(3) On the bridge or tunnel.
(4) Intersection
(5) Areas where no stopping sign is posted.
(6) At in and out way of building or road
(7) Safety zone.
(8) Blocking traffic
119) QUESTION: What areas are not for parking?
ANSWER:
(1) On the sidewalk.
(2) On the bridge or tunnel.
(3) Intersection or within 10 meters away from intersection.
(4) On the crosswalk or within 3 meters away from a crosswalk.
(5) In the area where no parking sign is posted.
(6) Within 3 meters away from fire fighting pipe.
(7) Within 10 meters away from traffic light.
(8) Within 15 meters away from railway.
(9) Parking on a lane next to another lane where there is another vehicle.
(10) At in and out way of building or fire fighting pipe.
(11) In critical zone.
(12) Safety zone.
(13) Within 15 meters before bus stop sign and 3 meters away after bus stop sign.
(14) Within 3 meters away from post box.
(15) Blocking traffic.
120) QUESTION: How many meters should it be for a motorist to let other sees
when stop or park a vehicle in the road outside
town?
ANSWER: At least 150 meters

Speed regulations
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121) QUESTION: How fast can a motorist drive within Bangkok, and Pattaya?
ANSWER: Not over 80 kilometers/hour.
122) QUESTION: How fast can a motorist drive outside Bangkok, and Pattaya?
ANSWER: Not over 90 kilometers/hour.
Driving pass intersection or roundabout
123) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when driving into an intersection?
ANSWER:
(1) Let a vehicle in the intersection pass first.
(2) If a motorist arrives the intersection at the same time with others, a motorist
must let the left hand one go first, except there are main or secondary roads
crossing each other, a vehicle on a main road go first.
124) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when driving into a roundabout?
ANSWER: In case there is no traffic light in the roundabout, a motorist must
let other vehicle on the right hand pass first.
125) QUESTION: What are characteristic of main road?
ANSWER:
(1) A road with traffic sign.
(2) A road where there is stop or give a way sign or where there is white solid
line, or broken give away line.
(3) A road where there are more lanes than the other.
(4) A road crossing or merging into a branch lane.

Emergency vehicle
126) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when meeting an emergency vehicle?
ANSWER: A motorist must stop or park close to kerb side. In case there is a
bus lane, a motorist must stop or park close to bus lane. Do not stop
or park at the intersection and drive following emergency
vehicle within 50 meters.

Drawing and pulling
127) QUESTION: How many methods are there for drawing and pulling?
ANSWER: 2 methods by using tow rope and forklift.
(1) At least 3-5 meters length of tow rope.
(2) Front-wheel lift, rear-wheel lift or whole part lift.

Accident
128) QUESTION: What does a motorist do when an accident happened while driving,
riding, or controlling animals and causes any damages to people or
property?
ANSWER:
A motorist must stop a vehicle or animals and give proper
help those. In addition, a motorist must immediately inform a
traffic officer nearby and give name, surname and address including
plate number to people who got damages. If a motorist does not
inform to the officer or avoid from the officer, it is assumed that
he/she is guilty.

Traffic signs
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Traffic signs are divided into 3 types
1) Regulatory signs: A motorist must absolutely follow regulatory signs
2) Warning signs: A motorist must be aware and pay attention about given information on
signs to ahead ways.
3) Guide signs: A motorist is informed about travel and traffic such as route, distance, and
place.

Regulatory signs
Regulatory signs are divided into 2 types
1) A regulatory sign showing meaning as the way it is seen.
2) A regulatory sign showing meaning by using a messages or symbols or both message and
symbols are used.

1) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Stop”. A motorist must stop a vehicle before ahead road or
stopping line, then wait until in-front vehicle or pedestrian
on a road passed first. When it is seen safety and does not block
traffic, a motorist can move with caution.

2) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Give away” A motorist must drive/ride with caution and give a way
to other vehicle or pedestrian in front to go first. When it is
seen safety and does not block traffic, a motorist can move with caution.

3) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Priority to vehicles form the opposite direction”. A
motorist must stop a vehicle at the point of sign located and
wait until another vehicle on the opposite lane pass. If there
is another vehicle in front line waiting for all
vehicles on the opposite lane pass first, then a vehicle at the
point of sign can move.

4) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No passing”. A motorist is not allowed to pass the other
vehicle in this area
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5) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No entry”. All kinds of vehicle are not allowed to pass through this area

6) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No right U-Turn”. A motorist is not allowed to take U-Turn to the
right.

7) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No left U-Turn”. A motorist is not allowed to take U-Turn to the
left.

8) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No left turn”. A motorist is not allowed to take a left turn.

9) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No right turn”. A motorist is not allowed
to take a right turn

10) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No change of lane to left”. A motorist is not allowed to change to
the left lane

11) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No change of lane to right”. A motorist is not allowed to change
to the right lane

12) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No left turn or U-Turn”. A motorist is not allowed to make a left
turn and U-Turn.

13) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No right turn or U-Turn”. A motorist is not allowed to make a
17

right turn and U-Turn.

14) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Car prohibited”. All kinds of motor cars are not allowed to go
through the regulated zone

15) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Truck prohibited”. All kinds of truck are not allowed to go
through the regulated zone

16) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Motorcycle prohibited”. All kinds of motorcycle are not
allowed to go through the regulated zone.

17) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Trailer prohibited”. All kinds of trailers are not allowed to
go through the regulated zone.

18) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Motor tricycles prohibited”. All kinds of motor tricycles cannot go
through are not allowed to go through the regulated zone.

19) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Tricycles prohibited”. All kinds of tricycles
are not allowed to go through the regulated zone.

20) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Cart prohibited”. All kinds of carts are not allowed to go through
the regulated zone.

21) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Agricultural vehicles prohibited”. All kinds of agricultural vehicles
are not allowed go through the regulated zone.
.
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22) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Tractor prohibited”. All kinds of tractors are not allowed to
go through the regulated zone.

23) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Cart prohibited”. All kinds of carts are not allowed to go
through the regulated zone.

24) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Motorcycles and cars prohibited”. All kinds of
motorcycle and car are not allowed to go through the
regulated zone.

25) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Bicycles, Tricycles, and Motorcycles prohibited”. All kinds
bicycles, tricycles, motorcycles are not allowed to
go through the regulated zone.

26) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No horn”. A motorist is not allowed to use horn,
or make any sounds within the regulated zone.

27) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No parking”. A motorist is not allowed to park any kinds of wheelvehicles in the specific line, except stop to drop or pick-up a person
or deliver things with quick actions.

28) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “No standing”. A motorist is not allowed to stop any kinds of
vehicles in the specific line.
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29) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Stop check”. A motorist must stop at this
point of sign for an officer to check before proceeding.

30) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Speed limit”. A motorist must slow down of vehicle to
maximum limits shown in the sign until the vehicle pass
the regulated zone.

31) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Weight limit”. Any kinds of vehicles with exceeding
weight indicated on the sign are not allowed to pass the regulated
zone.

32) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Width limit”. Any kinds of vehicles with exceeding
width indicated on the sign are not allowed to pass the regulated
zone.

33) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Height limit”. Any kinds of vehicles with exceeding
height indicated on the sign are not allowed to pass the regulated
zone.

34) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Vehicle exceeding length limit prohibited”. Any kinds of vehicles
with exceeding length indicated on the sign are not allowed to pass
the regulated zone.

35) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Ahead only”. A motorist must go straight only as regulated by the
sign.
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36) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Turn left” A motorist must go left only as regulated by the sign.

37) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Turn right”. A motorist must go right only as regulated by the
sign.

38) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Keep left”. A motorist must drive through the left side of the
sign.

39) QUESTION: What does the sign mean?
ANSWER: “Keep right”. A motorist must drive through the right side of the
sign.

40) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Bear left of right”. A motorist must drive through the left or the
right side of the sign.

41) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Turn left ahead”. A motorist must turn left only.

42) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Turn right ahead”. A motorist must turn right only.

43) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left turn or right turn”. A motorist must turn left or right only.

44) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Go straight or turn left”. A motorist must go straight or turn left
only.
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45) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Go straight or turn right”. A motorist must go straight or turn
right only.

46) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Roundabout”. A motorist must go left of the roundabout and
any vehicles that are about to get into the roundabout
must stop and wait until others in the roundabout pass.

47) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Bus lane”. A vehicle lane with bus lane sign is
regulated for the bus only.

48) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Car pool lane”. A vehicle lane with car pool lane sign
is regulated for the vehicle carrying passengers not less
than the numbers indicated on the sign.

49) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Motorcycle lane”. A vehicle with motorcycle lane sign
is regulated for the motorcycle only.

50) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Bicycle lane”. A vehicle lane with bicycle lane is
regulated for the bicycle only.

51) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Pedestrian only”. A zone with pedestrian sign is regulated for
pedestrian only.
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52) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Lower speed limit”. A motorist must use speed not lower the
number (kilometer/hour) indicated on the sign.

53) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“End of restriction”. It means that this zone is no longer
regulated by the traffic signs posted previous.
Traffic warning signs

1) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left curve”. A motorist must slow down accordingly and
keep to the left and proceed with caution.

2) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Right curve”. A motorist must slow down accordingly
and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

3) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left turn”. A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

4) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Right turn”. A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

5) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left reverse curve”. A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

6) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Right reverse curve” A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.
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7) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left reverse turn” A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

8) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Right reverse turn” A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

9) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Left winding road” A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

10) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Right winding road” A motorist must slow down
accordingly and keep to the left and proceed with caution.

11) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Crossroad” A motorist who arrives at the crossroad
first, can go first. If motorists arrive at the same time, a
motorist must let a vehicle on the left hand side go
first.

12) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Y-junction ahead” A motorist must proceed with caution
when approaching the junction with Y shape ahead.

13) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“T –junction ahead” A motorist must proceed with caution
when approaching the T-junction road with two secondary roads
on the right and left side connecting to the main road.
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14) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“T-junction ahead on the left” A motorist must proceed with
caution when approaching the T-junction with one secondary road
on left side connecting to the main road.

15) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“T-junction ahead on the right” A motorist must proceed with
caution when approaching the T-junction with one secondary road
on the right side connecting to the main road.

16) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“T-junction ahead on the left and then the right” A motorist
must proceed with caution when approaching the T-junction
starting with one secondary road on the left side and one secondary road
on the right side connecting to the main road.

17) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“T-junction ahead on the right and then the left” A motorist must proceed
with caution when approaching the T-junction starting with one
secondary road on the right side and one secondary road on the left side
connecting to the main road.

18) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Merging road on the left” A motorist must proceed with
caution when approaching ahead road with one secondary road
on the left side connecting to the main road.

19) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Merging road on the right” A motorist must proceed with
caution when approaching ahead road with one
secondary road on the right side connecting to the main road.
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20) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Y-junction on the left” A motorist must proceed with caution
when approaching ahead Y-road with one secondary road on the
left side connecting to the main road.

21) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Y-junction on the right” A motorist must proceed with caution
when approaching ahead Y-road with one secondary road on the
right side connecting to the main road.

22) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Round-about ahead” A motorist must slow down accordingly
and get into the front round-about with caution.

23) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Road narrows” A motorist must slow down
and increase attention on driving the narrow lanes without
crashing.

24) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Road narrows on the left” A motorist must slow down and increase
attention on driving through the left narrow lane.

25) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Road narrows on the right” A motorist must slow down and
increase attention on the driving through the right narrow lane.

26) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Narrow bridge” A motorist must slow down
and proceed with caution when passing other -vehicle on
the opposite lane coming through the narrow bridge.
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27) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Traffic lane closed on the left” A motorist must change lane with caution
from the left to the other lanes when approaching to the ended
left lane.

28) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Traffic lane closed on the right” A motorist must change lane with
caution from the right lane to the other lanes when approaching to the
ended right lane.

29) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Railroad crossing without gate” There is a railroad crossing ahead
and no fence. A motorist must slow down to watch the train
that might be coming from the left and right. If the train is
coming from either sides, a motorist must stop a
vehicle 5 meters away.

30) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Railway crossing with gate” There is a railroad crossing ahead
and fence. A motorist must slow down and prepare to stop a
vehicle 3 meters away from the fence when is asked
by an officer.

31) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Railway crossing with gate closed to intersection” There is a railroad
crossing connected to intersection and fence. A motorist must
slow down and prepare to stop when is asked or fence is
close up.

32) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Narrow road” Ahead road is getting narrow to the width
as indicated numbers on the sign than a road that being passed;
a motorist must slow down and increase attention on driving.
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33) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Low clearance” Ahead road is getting lower; a
vehicle with height or carrying things with height not over
indicated numbers on the sign can go through with reduced
speed and increased attention on driving.

34) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Steep hill ascent” Ahead road is a steep climb up to a hill or a rise
with a steep level as indicated percentage on the sign. A
motorist must slow down and keep left as much as possible
as well as be careful when passing other vehicle
coming on opposite lane.

35) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Steep hill descent” Ahead road is a steep decent down from a hill
or a rise with a steep level as indicated percentage on the sign.
A motorist must slow down and keep left as much as
possible. Do not use gear “N” or turn off the engine, but must
use low gear for safety.

36) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Sharp rise” There will be sundenly change of
level at ahead road such as bridge-neck, water pipe crossing,
speed bumper; a motorist must slow down and proceed with caution.

37) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Uneven road” There will be very rough road surface
and full of ruts or holes constantly; a motorist must reduce
speed and increase attention on driving.

38) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Dip in road” The road ahead changes level suddenly. A
motorist should slow down and pay extra care.
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39) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Slippery road” Ahead road is slippery when it gets wet, which
may easily cause accident; therefore, stopping, making turn
must be performed with caution. Do not break hardly and
immediately.

40) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Loose surface” The road surface may throw up stones,
a motorist must drive slowly and proceed with caution.

41) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Falling rocks” There might be rocks falling down to a road
surface, a motorist must proceed with caution.

42) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Opening bridge” A opening bridge allows a boat to
go under, therefore, a motorist must slow down and pay
attention on stopping to prevent dangers to the front and the
behind vehicle.

43) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Changing lanes” A motorist must change lane to the direction
indicated on the sign and must slow down and proceed
with caution.

44) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Exit to frontage” There is an exit to the frontage at the ahead
main road. A motorist on the main road must prepare to exit to
the frontage while a motorist on the frontage road must be
careful to let other vehicle to join on the same road.

45) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Entrance onto main road” There is an entrance to the main road
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at the ahead frontage. A motorist on the frontage road must
prepare to enter to the main road while a motorist on the main
road must be careful to let other vehicle to join on the
same road.

46) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Merging traffic” At front road, there are vehicles
from left and right lane joining into one lane as indicated
direction on the sign.

47) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Dual carriage way ahead” There are two roads dividing by a street isle to
go and come one way. A motorist must slow down and keep
left.

48) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Dual carriage way ends” At the ahead road is joint without a
street isle. A motorist must slow down and keep left.

49) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“U-Turn ahead” There is ahead U-Turn.

50) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Two-way traffic” There are two roads
ahead, a motorist must slow down, keep left, and pay
attention on a vehicle on the opposite lane.

51) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Traffic light ahead” There is a traffic light ahead, a motorist
must slow down and prepare to follow the light.

52) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Stop ahead” There is a stop sign ahead, a motorist must
prepare to stop when approaching to the sign.
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53) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Give way ahead” There is give way sign, a motorist must
slow down and prepare to give way when approaching to the
sign.

54) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Pedestrian crossing ahead” There is ahead pedestrian crossing
a motorist must slow down and proceed with caution. If
there are people crossing a road, a motorist must stop until
people passed.

55) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“School crossing ahead” There is a school located at the
side. A motorist must slow down and proceed with caution to
prevent any accident that might happen to students. If passing
during the time of teaching, a motorist should not use horn or
make any sounds disturbing students.

56) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Animals crossing ahead” There might be any cattle crossing a road, a
motorist must slow down and pay extra care

57) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Low flying airplanes” The road ahead approches an airport.
There may be low-flying aircraft taking off or landing ahead of
you. You must stop and let aeroplane pass overhead safely.

58) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Danger ahead” The road ahead may be dangerours, e.g. an
accident risk, suddenly drop in level, etc. You should drive
very slowly and proceed with extra caution
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59) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“No passing zone on the right of the roadway” The road has
limited visibility. Motorist may not have clear enough view of
vehicle coming in the opposite direction to take over the
vehicle in front.

60) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Double arrow” The road changes directions as indicated. A
motorist must slow down and proceed with caution

61) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Give way alternatively” The road ahead narrow and merge
into one lane. A motorist must slow down and proceed with
caution, vehicles in each lane giving way alteratively when
entering the single lane.

Construction work zone signs

1) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Survey crew” A road ahead has a survey work, a motorist
must slow down and proceed with caution.

2) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Men working” At road ahead there are workers repairing
road, so a motorist must slow down and be careful for
workers and repairing equipments.

3) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Road machinery ahead” A machine is being operated
ahead, a motorist must slow down and be careful.
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4) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Temporary route on the left” There is a construction area ahead; a
motorist must take a temporary route on the left and slow down.

5) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Temporary route on the right” There is a construction area ahead; a
motorist must use temporary route on the right and slow down.

6) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Road work” There is upcoming road work, a
motorist must slow down and pay extra care.

7) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What does the sign mean?
“Direction to be followed” An areas where these signs are posted, a
motorist must change route following the direction of signs
and slow down.

8) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What do the signs mean?
“Traffic detour” There is upcoming road work, a motorist must
follow these detour signs and slow down.

Road surface signs
Road surface signs are divided into 2 types
1) Regulatory road surface signs: A motorist must absolutely follow regulatory signs
2) Warning road surface markings: A motorist must be aware and pay attention about given
information on signs about in-front ways.
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Regulatory road surface signs
1) “No overtaking directional line” – Solid white line is used for a traffic where vehicles
are not allowed to take over and drive across or overlap the line.

2) “Double directional lines” – Solid white line and broken white line is used for traffic
where wheel vehicles in solid white line side are not allowed to drive pass or overlap the
line. In broken white line side, wheel vehicles are allowed to drive across with extra care.

3) “No overtaking double-directional lines” – Double solid white lines are used for traffic
where there are vehicles coming in the opposite directions and driving across or
overlapping the line is allowed.

4) “No stopping or parking line” – White and red kerb are used for traffic where vehicles
are not allowed to stop or park in that zone.

5) “No parking except stopping for picking up or dropping off” – Whtie and yellow kerb are
used for traffic where vehicles are not allowed to park, but only picking up or dropping
off people or things are allowed for a short time.

6) “Solid white line for stopping” – Solid white line is used to prohibit a vehicle to go
through until stopping before the line.

7) “Give a way line” – White dotted line across the road is used for a motorist to slow down
and let pedestrian go first.
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8) “No parking diagonal line” – Solid diagonal yellow line is used for a vehicle not to stop
in that zone, except a vehicle waiting for to take a right turn at intersection.

9) “Forward arrow sign” – A motorist must drive ahead only and is not allowed to take left
or right turn.

10) “Left turn arrow sign” – A motorist driving in this lane, must take left turn only and is
not allowed to go ahead or take right turn.

11) “Right turn arrow sign” – A motorist driving in this lane, must take right turn only and is
not allowed to go ahead or take left turn.

12) “Forward arrow sign with left or right turn arrow sign” – A motorist in that lane is
allowed to go ahead or turn right or to go ahead or turn left.

13) “Left or right turn arrow sign” – A motorist in that lane is allowed to take right or left
turn, but not go ahead.

14) “Pedestrian zone” – A motorist must slow down and prepare to stop as necessary for
pedestrian to cross.

Regulatory road surface signs
Traffic signs

“Single solid yellow line” – No taking over and overlapping.
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“Double solid yellow line” – No taking over and overlapping.

“No changing lanes” – No change or overlap lanes where a vehicle coming in the same
directions.

“Broken yellow line” – It is normal traffic lane for a vehicle coming in the opposite directions.

“Double line with broken yellow line” – No taking over from the side of solid line.

“Broken white line” – It is normal traffic lane for a vehicle coming in the same direction.

“Bus lane line with yellow dotted line” - In case bus coming in the opposite direction to the
normal traffic, yellow arrow or word “bus” means it is for bus only, other vehicle cannot go in.

“Bus lane line with white dotted line” – In case bus coming in the same direction to the normal
traffic, a yellow arrow or word “bus” means it is for bus only, other vehicle cannot go in.

“Safety zone” (samples) – Do not allow vehicle to drive in.

“Car pool lane” - A vehicle lane with car pool lane sign is regulated for the vehicle carrying
passengers not less than the numbers indicated on the sign.
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“Give a way sign” A motorist must slow down and if let other vehicles or pedestrian go first
and must stop behind the sign.

“Parking spaces” A motorist must park between the lines.

“Regulatory road surface message” For example, “Stop”, “Reduce speed”, “Drive slowly” – A
motorist must strictly follow those messages.

Warning road surface marking
Kerb lines

“Solid white line”

“Dotted white line”
“Solid yellow line”
“Dotted yellow line”
Warning or suggesting road surface messages (samples)

Warning road surface marking
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“Rumble strips” – Several lines across road or lanes are used for a motorist to slow down and
pay extra care.

“Black and white kerb” – It is posted for a purpose of allowing people to see kerb clearly.

Motor Car Act, B. E. 2522 (1979)
1) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
2) QUESTION:

How old is it for a motorist who requests for a temporary private driving
license of car?
At lease 18 years-old

ANSWER:

How old is it for a motorist who requests for a temporary private driving
license of motorcycle with not over 110 cc cylinder?
At least 15 years-old

3) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How old is it for a motorist who requests for driving license of public car?
At least 22 years-old

4) QUESTION:

How old is it for a motorist who requests for driving license of public
motorcycle?
At least 20 years-old

ANSWER:
5) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How many years does a temporary driving license valid?
1 year.

6) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How many years does a private driving license valid?
5 years.

7) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How many years does a public driving license valid?
3 years

8) QUESTION:

What are the penalties according to the motor car law for
driving without carrying a driving license?
Less one month in jail or not over Baht1,000 fine or both penalties.

ANSWER:
9) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
10) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
11) QUESTION:
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What are the penalties for a motorist who drives a vehicle while
the driving license is expired or withdrawn?
Not over Baht2,000 fine.
What are the penalties for a motorist who drives a vehicle
without driving license approval?
Not over Baht1,000 fine.
How many days does a motorist need to report to an officer after he/she
gets fines?

ANSWER:
12) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
13) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
14) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
15) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Within 7 days
How many days does a motorist need to submit request form in
getting a temporary license after the real license is damaged?
Within 15 days
What other documents does a motorist need, except driving
license while driving?
A copy of vehicle registration book.
What are the penalties for a motorist who does not carry a copy of vehicle
registration book while driving?
Not over Baht 1,000 fine.
How much is it for the fee of temporary private driving license of
motorcycle?
Baht 55

16) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How much is it for the fee of private driving license of motorcycle?
Baht 255

17) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How much is it for the fee of driving license for public motorcycle?
Baht 155

18) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How much is it for the fee of temporary private driving license of car?
Baht 105

19) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How much is it for the fee of private driving license of car?
Baht 505

20) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How much is it for the fee of driving license of public car?
Bath305

21) QUESTION:

How many months in advance can a motorist extend private driving
license (5 years)?
3 months before expiry.

ANSWER:
22)

QUESTION:

ANSWER:
23) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
24) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
25) QUESTION:
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How much fine is it if vehicle’s owner does not pay annual registration
tax?
1% per month
How many months in advance can a motorist pay annual
registration tax before due payment?
Not more than 3 months before due payment.
How many days does a motorist need to report to registration
regarding changing vehicle’s possession?
Within 15 days. If later, there will be fine not more than
Baht2,000.
How many days does a motorist need to report to registration
regarding purchasing vehicle?

ANSWER:
26) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
27) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
28) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Within 15 days after purchase. If later, there will be fine not more than
Baht2,000.
How many days does a motorist need to report to registration regarding
changing vehicle’s colour?
Within 7 days. If later, there will be fine not more than Baht2,000.
To pay annual registration tax, how old of registered car are when a
motorist need to take his/her car to pass inspection certification?
More than 7 years.
To pay annual registration tax, how old of registered motorcycle are when
a motorist need to take his/her motorcycle to pass inspection certification?
More than 5 years.

Correct driving methods according to the traffic rules

1) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, white-yellow sign on the kerb side of road
means “No parking”, except temporary stopping for pickingup/dropping people or loading things. (such as bus stop)

2) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, black-white sign on the kerb side of road means
“No stopping” and “No parking” along the roundabout.

3) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, white-red sign on the kerb side of road means
“No stopping” and “No parking”.
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4) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

5) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

6) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, when a motorist sees a “give away sign”, how
does he/she does?
A motorist must stop and wait until the front vehicle
passed.

How does a yellow vehicle do, when experiencing
barriers ahead?
The yellow vehicle must show right turning light and
stop until the pink vehicle passed.

How does a green vehicle’s motorist do, when he/she
wants to take a right turn?
A motorist must stop to let the yellow vehicle passed
and follow through. For a blue vehicle on a secondary road
(behind stopping line) must stop until the green and yellow
vehicles passed

7) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct stopping for red vehicle?
Incorrect. Since, no vehicles are allowed to stop in the
area of intersection as it may block traffic.

8) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, parking must be done on the left side and 25
centimeters away from the kerb side only.
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9) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct stopping?
Correct. Since, stopping behind stopping line and 5 meters away
from railroad crossing without fence is made.

10) QUESTION:

From illustration, is it correct stopping for a motorist when
he/she meets traffic light?
Correct. Since, stopping behind stopping line is made and a
motorist pays attention on pedestrian crossing the road by
stopping until all pedestrian is gone.

ANSWER:

11) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a blue vehicle do?
When seeing a “stop sign”, a motorist must stop behind a
stopping line (solid white line) and wait until a vehicle
in the front passed. If there is no vehicle in the front, a
motorist can proceed through with caution.

12) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle does stop correctly?
Yellow one, because stopping behind a stopping line (solid
white line) is made. A green one stopped incorrectly due to
stopping over a crosswalk.

13) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct stopping?
Incorrect. Since, no vehicles are allowed to stop in the
area (diagonal line)
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14) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a green vehicle do?
When seeing a stopping sign, a motorist must stop and wait
until a blue vehicle passed.

15) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a blue vehicle do to take a turn?
A motorist must stop until all pedestrian passed and then take
a turn.

16) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct stopping?
Incorrect. Since, a motorist must stop 3 meters away from
crosswalk.

17) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, a motorist must park 15 meters away from
railroad crossing

18) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct stopping?
Correct. Since, a motorist stops behind a stopping line (solid
white line)

19) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Correct. Since proper parking is made at the arranged areas.
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20) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Incorrect. Since, parking is made at the safety areas where do
not allow to stop or park.

21) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct parking?
Correct. Since, parking is made less than 25 centimeters away
from the kerb side and at the left side of road.

22) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, which vehicle can go first?
Red vehicle has the right to go first, because a motorist
drives on the main road. On the other hand, blue
vehicle is on secondary road, a motorist must stop to let a
vehicle on the main road go first.

23) QUESTION:

How does a green vehicle do when a motorist wants to
take a right turn into a one-way street?
A motorist must take a right turn into lane no. 1, because it is
not safe making turn into lane no. 2 while there is a red
vehicle.

ANSWER:

24) QUESTION:
ANSWER:
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Which vehicle can take a turn first?
Yellow vehicle has the right to take a turn first,
because a motorist drives on the main road.

25) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a motorist in red vehicle do?
A motorist must stop as there is no enough space behind the
blue one vehicle for the red vehicle one to go
and stop without blocking the intersection areas. However, if
there is enough space behind the blue one, the red one which is
on the main road can go first. In addition, another two yellow
vehicles are on the secondary road where there are
stopping lines (solid white line) in the way.

26) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a yellow vehicle on the secondary road do?
The yellow vehicle must stop behind a stopping line
(solid white line) and let the red and blue one go first.

27) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle can go first?
A green vehicle one can go first, because it arrives at
the intersection first. In case, there are more main roads
crossing each other in the area of intersection, every
vehicle must slow down and which one arrives at the
intersection first can go first. If every vehicle arrives at
the same time, a vehicle on left hand side of every
vehicle must go first.

28) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How does a blue vehicle do when receiving a green light?
A blue vehicle must wait until the pink and green one
has moved and there is enough space for the blue one to stop
behind to not block traffic.
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29) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, how does a red vehicle do to go
straightly?
In case there are 2 main roads crossing each other at the
intersection, the red vehicle must stop and wait until
the left vehicle (blue one) go first.

30) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle can go first?
A pink vehicle which is on main road can go first,
while the blue one on a secondary road must wait behind a solid
white line.

31) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, what does the traffic sign on the road mean?
Solid line – A pink vehicle cannot take over, take a turn and
overlap a line.
Dotted line – A yellow vehicle can take over, take a turn,
overlap a line or drive pass.

32) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, how does a motorist drive?
1) Take over in the right lane
2) Take a right turn
3) Take U-turn

33) QUESTION:

From illustration, is it correct for a green vehicle to take over
other vehicle or take a turn?
Incorrect. Solid line is used for dividing the lanes therefore no

ANSWER:
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taking over, no passing, no overlapping, no taking a turn in that area are
allowed.

34) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle does correctly take a left turn?
There is a safety zone, so a motorist cannot drive pass or
overlap. A motorist must go to the area for allowing U-turn
and then take a left turn to a secondary road. A blue one does
incorrectly, while a green one does correctly.

35) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, is it correct taking a turn?
Correct. Since a motorist use a correct lane allowing taking a
right turn.

36) QUESTION:

What does a motorist do, if he/she wants to take right and left
into X road?
A motorist must use lane no. 1 and keep left after right
turn and then left turn into the X road.

ANSWER:

37) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, can blue one take a left turn?
Wrong. Since a motorist uses the wrong lane as he/she must
use a left lane only and get into the left lane at least 30 meters
before taking a turn.

38) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, does a yellow vehicle do correctly?
Wrong. Since, a motorist must drive ahead only in that lane.
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39) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Does a yellow vehicle park correctly?
Wrong. Since, a motorist must stop at least 3 meters before
crosswalk.

40) QUESTION:

How does a red vehicle do when meeting barriers or closed
traffic ahead?
A red vehicle must show right turn light and stop until a
yellow vehicle passed first.

ANSWER:

41) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle does correctly do?
A red vehicle does correctly, while a blue vehicle does
incorrectly as he/she take U-turn in the safety zone.

42) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle does park correctly?
A green and red vehicles park incorrectly because do not park
away from intersection. A blue vehicle parks correctly because
park 10 meters away from intersection.

43) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Which vehicle has a right to use a road first and why?
A yellow vehicle has a right to use a road first because it is in a
main road while a blue vehicle is in a secondary road and there is a
“stop” sign across.

44) QUESTION:
ANSWER:

From illustration, does a green vehicle take a turn correctly?
Wrong. Since, a motorist take a turn across a straight way
(blue vehicle) and does not stop for pedestrian.
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Procedures for training and testing
One class training per day (maximum of 150 trainees)
At…..Department of land transport (Mo-Chit)
Building No.4 go up to 2nd floor
08.00 -10.00am.

Submission of documents and physical
examination.
Trainee present oneself the training room.

10.00 am. -12.00

Submission of document and training part 1
(2 hours)

12.00 - 01.00 pm. Break / Lunch time
01.00 - 03.00 pm. Submission of document and training part 2
(2 hours)
03.00 - 04.00 pm. theory test / e-exam (1 hour.)
Practical driving test will be held on the next official
working day (working hour) however, the practical driving
test shall be taken on later than 90 days from the date of
document submission.

………………………………….
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How to get Thai Driver License
At…Department of land transport
Bang Chak….(Sukhumvit 99)
1.Submit document to the officer before 6 a.m.
2. Procedure
# Eyesight test start at 07.30 a.m. In room No.15 and 16.
# Driving training
-Part 1 : Driving law by reading in Room 11 at 10.00 a.m.
-Part 2 : Driving law by watching VDO in Room 11 at 1p.m.
# E-test in Room 311 on 3rd floor. If you pass E-test, you will have
practical test on next day.
# Practical test start at 8 a.m. on next day.
# International driver’s license and local driver’s license (Certify
by Embassy or consulate) holder will do only eyesight test.
3. You will get thai driver’s license on the same day when all test are
complete.
4.For No-Immigrant Visa, you will get temporary type driving license
for the first year and you can renew your license for next year.
5.For Tourist Visa, you will get only 1 year license and you should
renew license before expiry in 60 days.If not you have to go E-test
again.
Remark :
1.If you want to get international driver license by Thai government, you
must have valid 5 years Thai driver’s license (Private type)
2.If all type of Thailand driver’s license are expired more than 3 years,
the holder must do all test process again as getting new driver’s
license.Your international or local driver’s license can’t be exchanged.

………………………………………..
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